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Truth’s New Auto-Lock System Outperforms The Rest!
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Owatonna, MN 55060
1-800-866-7884
Fax: 507-451-5655
Positive Action Lock Systems

Truth’s Positive Action Lock (PAL) Systems are some of the most versatile and easy to operate locking systems in the marketplace today. Available in the original Push Button design and three new Slide Tab designs, these lock systems are simple to operate and provide added security.

A simple movement of the locking tab or push of the button disengages the lock allowing the sash to move freely. When the window is closed the PAL System automatically locks, securing the window without having to manipulate the lock again. These locks can be used with or without a keeper depending upon the window’s design and lock style.

Standard Features Include

Snap-on Cover: Allows for more aesthetic cover possibilities, reduces material cost, and allows it to fit more applications. Because it can be configured in a wider range of widths, and is narrower than the competition, it covers more application opportunities (19.62/63 Slide Tab designs only).

Multiple Mounting Options: Lock can be mounted with screw fasteners in both the vertical (recessed or top mount) and horizontal (recessed only) orientations and may be fitted into Truth’s standard 9368 Series recessed lock cut out.

Multiple Keeper Configurations: Including top-mount, recessed-mount and face mount keepers. Custom keepers also available to meet customer’s specific application needs.

Visual Security: The Truth Auto-lock will stay retracted when opening the sash and remain retracted until triggered in a positively locked position. Competitive locks tend to trigger when opening the sash, thus providing a false locked position.

Smart Design: Fewer components provide a simple and more reliable system than competitive models and requires less effort to trigger the lock.

Easy Operation: Comfortable finger pull (slide tab design) provides positive feedback that the lock bolt is fully retracted (slight “snap” felt). Text is located under the finger pull on the Auto-Lock to indicate an unlocked condition when the lock bolt is retracted. This provides at-a-glance feedback to the homeowner that the lock is in the unlocked state.

Warranty: Protected under the terms of the Truth Warranty for Window & Door Manufacturers and Authorized Distributors. Refer to Truth’s Terms and Conditions for further details.

For more information visit www.truth.com or call 1-800-866-7884.

For Truth’s NEW slide-tab design.

PAL System—The Easiest Way To Secure Your Window.
Now Available In Four Unique Styles To Better Meet Your Specific Requirements.

Push Button System

Easy lock
Automatically locks when window is closed

Easy-to-see security
Position of button conveys if window is locked

Molded plastic trigger and bolt
Prevents accidental marring of the window when sliding past decorative grilles

No keeper required on notched window applications
Reduces cost and provides infinite side-to-side mounting forgiveness, which helps eliminate installation errors

Other mounting options available
Can be used with keepers to fit a wide range of profiles

19.62 Series
19.63 Series
19.61 Push Button Series

Warranty: Protected under the terms of the Truth Warranty for Window & Door Manufacturers and Authorized Distributors. Refer to Truth’s Terms and Conditions for further details.